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Structuring complex systems out of components with both normal and exceptional out-
comes and using exception handling for dealing with abnormal events are well-accepted
practices. This paper proposes an approach for introducing exception handling into ob-
ject-oriented N-version programming (NVP). We start with outlining general principles
of structuring systems with diversity and show why it is important to use exceptions
while developing and using diversely-developed software. Internal version exceptions
and external exceptions, which the diversely-designed class can propagate, are clearly
separated in our framework: each version has its own internal exceptions but the exter-
nal exceptions of all versions have to be the same and identical to the interface excep-
tions of the whole class. This scheme requires an adjudicator of a special kind to allow
interface exception signalling when a majority of versions have signalled the same ex-
ception. We demonstrate these ideas using a general framework for introducing NVP
into object-oriented systems which we have developed recently [1]. This framework
follows all principles of structured NVP: software diversity is introduced here at the
level of classes and encapsulated into the diversely-designed class. We discuss the inter-
nal structure of this class and the interfaces of its subcomponents; and show how the
NVP controller works, version execution is coordinated and re-use operates here. This
framework makes use of many advantages object-oriented programming has. For the
demonstration, it has been implemented in Ada. The paper finishes with a comparison of
our proposal with some existing NVP schemes and with a discussion of our future work.
1. Introduction
1.1. Structuring Complex Systems. Components, Interfaces, Exceptions
Complex systems are always designed of components which encapsulate some parts of
system data and behaviour and are accessed via interfaces. Exceptions (abnormal situa-
tions) and exception handling are parts of many models used at different phases of the
life cycle. Exception handling is a structuring mechanism which allows us to clearly
separate normal and abnormal behaviour of the system [2] [3]. It is used in designing
many modern industrial applications. Many object-oriented languages include exception
handling features: Ada [4], Java, C++, etc. For example, one can design a class list in
Ada using a detailed set of exceptions:
package list_class is
   type list_t is abstract tagged limited null record;
   -- application methods:
2   procedure Initialize (l : access list_t) is abstract;
   procedure Insert (l : access list_t; elem : in elem_t) is abstract;
   procedure Remove (l : access list_t; elem : in elem_t) is abstract;
   procedure Get_Min (l : access list_t; elem : out elem_t) is abstract;
   procedure Sort (l : access list_t) is abstract;
   function Check (l : access list_t; elem : in elem_t) return boolean is abstract;
   -- interface exceptions:
   list_empty : exception; -- Remove; Get_Min; Check; Sort
   list_full : exception; -- Insert
   list_absent_element : exception; -- Remove
   list_failure : exception; -- Initialize; Insert; Remove; Get_Min; Sort; Check
end list_class ;
Exception handling offers several ways for separating normal and abnormal behaviour:
it separates not only the code (handlers from the normal code), but the normal control
flow from the exceptional one. The latter includes a separate execution of the normal
code and of exception handlers, and two ways of returning the control flow to a compo-
nent after it has used another component. This is why there are interface exceptions in
any exception handling scheme. In practice components can have a very sophisticated
set of interface exceptions to be propagated outside. Any component using other com-
ponents has to be aware of these exceptions and to be ready to handle them should they
be propagated.
This is a common practice in developing components of different sorts, including li-
braries, classes, modules. For example, in Ada the main structuring blocks are packages
(classes are built as their extensions) which have specifications and implementations.
Package specifications include interface procedures/functions and exceptions. The body
of each subprogram may have several internal exceptions declared, each of which can
have a handler designed as part of the subprogram. If there is no handler for a particular
exception or the subprogram fails to handle it, an interface exception is propagated
outside the package.
To define the rules of exception handling and, in particular, exception propagation, one
has to associate exception handling with a structuring technique. A set of exceptions
and exception handlers is associated with an exception context (which can be, for ex-
ample, a procedure, a block, a class, or a package). If one cannot handle an exception
raised within the context or if there is no handler for the exception raised, then an ex-
ception (a different one or the same) is propagated to the containing context where a
corresponding handler will be called. Each context is associated with a component. We
will say that, for a given component, the containing context is associated with the com-
ponent which uses it (or that the former component is associated with the nested context
with respect to the latter). “Uses” means here that the component refers to the interface
of another component. We can consider dynamic system structuring based on nested
procedure/method calls as an example: many procedural or module languages use the
stack of nested calls for exception propagation (Ada, CLU [5]).
1.2. N-Version Programming
Software diversity has proved to be the most general way of coping with residual soft-
ware faults. Two approaches were proposed in the 70-ies and have been investigated
thoroughly since then. They are recovery blocks [6] and N-version programming [7].
3We do not intend to compare them here (for that, readers are referred to [8]), but we
would like to note that each of these approaches has its own pros and cons, has been
used in practice several times, and that, generally speaking, they are the only general
ways to secure tolerating software faults. In this paper we will concentrate on N-version
programming (NVP). In this approach, the N versions of a program (a module) are de-
veloped independently by different programmers to be run concurrently. Their results
are compared by an adjudicator. The simplest way is to use the majority voting here: the
results produced by the majority of versions are assumed to be correct, the rest of the
versions are assumed to have errors, their faults having been triggered in the execution.
This technique requires a special support to control the execution of versions and the ad-
judicator and pass the information among them (we refer to it as the controller). In par-
ticular, it synchronises the version execution to obtain information (e.g. results) from all
of them to pass to the adjudicator. Figure 1 shows how these components work together.
The functionalities of the controller in the first experiments with NVP were executed by
and hidden in a special run-time support DEDIX [7].
version 1
version 3
version 2
adjudicator
NVP 
controller
request for service
request for service
request for service
Figure 1. Subcomponents of NVP
Independent version design is vital in applying the NVP scheme because version de-
signers tend to make similar mistakes which can cause several versions to fail on the
same inputs. Special methodologies to help ensure this independence are proposed in
[9].
1.3. Structuring Systems with Diversity
Many researchers realise that using software diversity schemes can be dangerously er-
ror-prone if it is not backed by suitable software engineering and structuring support
[10] [11]. It is our belief that one should keep in mind several important issues related to
system structuring while developing software diversity schemes.
First of all, software diversity should be introduced at the level of system structuring, so
that the main structuring units (and, in particular, those of system design) should be the
units of diversity. When applied generally, this approach allows us to use diversity re-
cursively at several levels of system structuring [10]. This makes it possible to achieve a
finer granularity of diversity and apply different levels of diversity in different units. If
basic structuring units have general properties and there are features which make system
design simpler, this automatically applies to system diversity. For example, many fault
4tolerance schemes separate specification and implementation, use inheritance, abstract
data types, abstract/actual parameters.
Another critical issue is diversity encapsulation. It should be possible to apply a diver-
sity scheme in such a way that components which use a diversely-designed (DD) com-
ponent or contain it are ignorant of the fact that diversity has been employed. In addi-
tion, each version should not know about or refer to the rest of versions. Note that in the
context of providing fault tolerance, encapsulation means clear error confinement and
absence of erroneous information smuggling.
To successfully design complex systems with diversity, one should clearly separate dif-
ferent concerns in developing NVP schemes and in applying them. F, versions have to
be designed and executed separately to enhance the independence of version failure
modes. It is also important to separate the NVP control, adjudication and versions: they
should have simple and clear interfaces and not exchange information at intermediate
points of their execution.
Observing these general rules of structured NVP will simplify system design, reduce the
complexity of systems and of using diversity, and give a lucid framework for applying
system diversity in a disciplined way. This is how the principles of structured system
design will operate in the NVP context This has not been much discussed as a separate
issue and sometimes it is not realised that one should always follow them while
developing software fault tolerance techniques. Some of these principles may look
obvious but if the existing proposals for using NVP and its application are analysed it
will be seen that not all of them take system structuring into account. For example, the
concept of voting at intermediate points of version execution clearly contradicts these
principles.
1.4. NVP and Object-Oriented Programming
Recently some research has been done [1] [11] [12] which has moved N-version pro-
gramming into the object-oriented (OO) paradigm and demonstrated how it can be ap-
plied here. When this is done properly, diverse system development can benefit from
OO programming features and can naturally follow structured NVP principles discussed
above.
The main structuring units in OO development are classes (objects); this is why apply-
ing diversity at the level of classes is the most beneficial way [11]. Versions are to be
developed to conform to the same class (type). For example, there can be several im-
plementations of the list class, either static (a simple array or an array in which each
element contains the index of the next element - the cursor implementation [13]) or
dynamic (as one way ground, one way circular, two way ground and two way circular
linearly linked structures [14]) ones, all conforming to the class above. A general
framework for using software diversity in OO systems was proposed in [11]. In this
framework, versions, adjudicators and the controller are classes. Diversity is hidden
inside the diversely-designed class, and all versions have interfaces identical to its in-
terface. This approach fits all principles of structured NVP well. The applicability of the
5general framework was demonstrated in the C++ language (although the authors had to
resort to an unspecified underlying mechanism to allow concurrent execution of
versions). This implementation is presented as a set of re-usable classes.
The first approach [12] to introduce class diversity was developed for the Arche lan-
guage. This scheme does not hide diversity, so the user has to program many functions
of the controller; in particular, s/he explicitly declares version objects and calls N
version objects and the adjudicator. The approach relies on an experimental run-time
support which takes care of version concurrency and synchronisation; among other
things, this support has a special feature for concurrent call of several methods.
Our class diversity scheme [1] relies on the general framework developed previously at
Newcastle University [11]. The intention is to develop a NVP scheme suitable for con-
current OO languages: we want to explicitly address all difficult questions of version
synchronisation and concurrency and to develop re-usable components which perform
these functions. Another purpose is to propose a practical scheme which would be im-
plementable in many widely-used concurrent OO languages and demonstrate this using
Ada.
We have been using this scheme as a testbed for investigating different topics related to
NVP in OO systems. One of these is a clear separation of the responsibilities of the sys-
tem programmer, the fault tolerance (FT) programmer and version programmers; in par-
ticular, we discuss the order in which different components are to be developed, at
which phases and how these programmers cooperate. Another issue is understanding the
re-usability of general NVP components: unfortunately, not all components in [11] can
be easily re-used in practice (for example, our analysis [1] shows that it is hardly possi-
ble to re-use adjudicators in OO languages because they are always output-parameter-
specific).
Object-orientation offers many advantages in developing and using software diversity:
first of all, decreasing the cost and improving the ability to deal with complex system
design by re-using application and control software and by imposing structured design.
Another advantage of the proposals in [1] [11] is their orientation towards standard OO
languages (paper [1] takes this further because the controlling mechanism is developed
at the language level and made re-usable).
In the next section we will introduce the system exception handling model we will be
using throughout the paper. Section 3 will discuss our motivations for introducing
exception handling into NVP and outline the framework proposed. In Section 4 we will
briefly describe our Ada implementation of the framework. The next section will
analyse our scheme an compare it with the existing NVP approaches. The conclusions
and the outline of our future work will be presented in Section 6.
2. Exception Handling Model
In our exception handling model, each object (class) can have several interface
(external) exceptions: E1, E2, E3, ..., which can be propagated from it: this happens
6when an exception is signalled inside the object while one of its methods is being exe-
cuted. Object implementation can have several internal exceptions (e1, e2, e3, ...): these
are declared, raised and have to be dealt with inside. The object is the exception context
which has to have handlers for all internal exceptions. Although there are programming
languages which allow handlers to be attached only to blocks of statements (Java, C++,
Arche), in many of them (e.g. Ada, Eiffel) handlers can be attached to the method bod-
ies. We have chosen a more general OO model which allows associating handlers with
an object as a whole as well (the Lore [15] and extended Ada [16] languages follow this
model). Paper [15] argues the importance of this feature and discusses the flexibility the
designers gain by using it, [16] discusses practical evidence which backs this approach.
Note that our model can be easily simulated in all of the above mentioned OO
languages.
In our model, internal exceptions and their handling are encapsulated inside the object.
Its execution can be completed either normally (which means that external exceptions
have not been signalled, although an internal exception might have been raised and suc-
cessfully handled) or exceptionally, when an external exception has been signalled
(either from the normal code or from an internal exception handler). A pre-defined
Failure interface exception is used when the object is not able to provide any consistent
results and signal any interface exception. We follow the termination model [3] here: the
execution of the context does not continue after an exception has been handled and the
execution of the object is completed after any handler has been executed. We believe
that it is vitally important to separate internal and external exceptions and not to allow
internal exception to be propagated from the object. We impose the following restric-
tions on the object design: all internal exceptions have to have handlers, all external ex-
ceptions have to be specified in the class specification because they are part of the class
interface/behaviour. These rules of safe exception handling can be easily checked in
compiler time.
External exceptions are signalled to the containing exception context to inform it of an
object being not able to produce the result required. These exceptions have to be internal
for each object that uses this object. Signalling external exceptions does not necessarily
mean that there has been a failure in the execution of the object. We take here a wider
view on exceptions, assuming that the object is in an abnormal state if it has not been
not able to produce the required result in its entirety. There can be many interpretations
of the interface exceptions and many ways of using them. In particular, they can:
• report that the object has not been changed (the abort exception);
• signal partial results delivered by the object (we may need parameterized external
exceptions in this case but we do not include them in our framework at the moment);
• inform the containing context of a fault in the environment (including other objects, re-
sources, underlying services, etc.) which the object has detected, but is not able to
handle;
• report that the method call is incorrect (e.g. input parameters) - interface exceptions;
7• inform the containing context that object pre-conditions, invariants or post-conditions
have been violated;
• signal that a design fault has been triggered in the object;
• inform the containing context of the object having been left in an intermediate state
because of an error or because it has not been not possible to undo all changes.
Predefined exceptions of an object are the external exceptions of the objects it uses.
They cannot be explicitly raised by the object, but an attempt has to be made to handle
them (all of them have to have handlers).
Four scenarios are possible while an object is being executed (Figure 2):
• no exceptions are raised or signalled; the object outputs normal outcome;
• an internal exception e1 is raised and successfully handled inside the object, which
reports normal outcome;
• an internal exception e3 is raised and the corresponding handler tries to handle it but
fails, so an external exception E2 is signalled to the containing context;
• an external exception E1 is signalled by the component without raising any internal
exception.
e  
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exception E 
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Figure 2. Execution of a component
3. NVP and Exception Handling
3.1. Motivations. Intentions
Exception handling is a general structured approach for dealing with abnormal situations
which has been extensively researched and widely used in many industrial applications.
We believe it is vital to make it possible for exception handling to be used together with
N-version programming.
8First of all, this would allow DD components to be employed in a general context in
which exception handling is used for developing components without diversity. That
means that DD components should be able to have exceptions in their interfaces in the
way conventional components do. Secondly, version designers should be able to use ex-
ception handling while developing versions and to deal with exceptions signalled by
components they use in their turn. It is our belief that it is crucial to utilise all appropri-
ate means available while fighting bugs and providing fault tolerance. Every measure
should be used inside each version: we have to try and tolerate as many faults as possi-
ble at this level. The most general way for achieving fault tolerance is forward error re-
covery [8] which is usually implemented using exception handling features. If we can
use exception handling together with NVP, we have more chance of continuing
execution and delivering results.
Let us consider a simple example. It would be normal practice to use external exceptions
in the class list shown above; exception list_empty would be used to inform the caller
that there is no element in the list when, for example, method Get_Elem is called. It is
clear that in NVP all versions should report this exception if they function properly and
that the adjudicator should choose this external exception as the correct result to be
reported outside. We need a new approach to allow adjudication in all situations
(including the situation when versions cannot deliver normal results).
Unfortunately, NVP and exception handling are usually discussed separately, and there
is no general object-oriented framework developed for extending NVP by exception
handling. Our intention is to put this right.
There are only two papers which address this topic [11] [12]. To some extent, our re-
search is based on paper [12], which presents the first scheme combining NVP and ex-
ception handling. We believe that this is a very important scheme because it is object-
oriented, so that diversity is introduced at the level of classes and because it allows ex-
ceptions, signalled from separate versions, to be combined in one resolving exception
which is signalled further. Unfortunately, this scheme is not general, it is oriented to-
wards a particular language and a particular executive. We have found many serious
problems with it; for example, the exceptional results of all versions are not voted but,
rather, all taken into account (which clearly contradicts the idea of NVP), another
problem is that of correct system structuring: diversity is not hidden in this scheme and
the caller has to call versions and deal with their (exceptional and normal) results
explicitly (see Section 6 for a detailed discussion of this scheme and comparison).
Paper [11] proposes a general framework for introducing software diversity into OO
programming. A system can be built out of idealised fault tolerant components with
diverse design: one can, in particular, use NVP in this framework. Each version can
have a failure exception to be signalled outside and handle internal exceptions. A
component can signal a failure exception if there is no majority agreement. It is a very
general framework which does not consider how failure exceptions of versions are to be
dealt with. We believe that there are some problems with structuring software in this
framework. It does not seem to be right to allow handlers for internal exceptions to be
seen from the outside and to have handlers for the same exceptions in all versions.
9Another problem is that there is no clear separation between internal and external
exceptions. External exceptions are not part of class specification in this framework. It is
clearly not enough to be able to signal and deal with only failure exceptions of versions
and of the whole component. The idea of combining exception handling and NVP needs
to be developed further than in this proposal.
Our intention is to propose a general exception handling framework for NVP (some
initial ideas were reported in [17]) which would allow version designers to use internal
exceptions in developing versions, versions to reach a majority agreement when several
of them are not able to produce normal results and the system to continue execution
after some of the versions have signalled exceptions. This scheme should allow a clear
separation between internal and external object exceptions, and overcome many of the
problems in the existing schemes. This will allow execution to continue and the DD
class to be used even after an exception has been signalled. To do this, we have to
guarantee that the states of the majority of versions are the same.
We need to develop an approach which would combine: structured system design, ex-
ception handling and structured NVP in a natural and simple way. This would simplify
the design of systems with diversity; otherwise, the complexity of systems will grow as
well as the difficulty of using diversity. This framework will be developed as an
extension of our original NVP scheme [1].
3.2. General Description of the Framework
The framework will answer the following questions:
• what are internal and external exceptions for NVP?
• how can DD components have exceptions in their interface in the same way as compo-
nents without diversity do? How can DD components be included into the general
system structure in which external exceptions are used?
• how can version designers use exception handling to improve version design? How
can they use both internal and external exceptions?
• how are normal and exceptional version outcomes adjudicated?
In our approach each version has both internal and external exceptions. Internal ones are
specific for the version, external ones are the same for all versions (they are defined by
the class interface) and for the DD component as a whole. We follow the termination
model here. If the handling of an internal exception inside a version has been successful,
the version is completed normally as if nothing happened (transparently for the rest of
the versions and for the NVP controller), if not, a version interface exception is signalled
to the NVP controller. The execution of each separate version always follows one of the
four patterns presented in Figure 2. After the version is completed, it can be either in a
normal state or in an exceptional state (corresponding to the interface exception
signalled). We do not interrupt the remaining versions even if a version signals an
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exception because normal correct results can be produced even after this and because we
need all results to be able to tell which ones are in the majority, i.e. correct.
In our scheme each version can decide to signal any interface exception. But it is clear
that it would be wrong to propagate it directly outside: we need adjudication here. After
all versions have completed, the NVP controller calls the adjudicator which should have
extended functionalities to take a majority decision in all possible scenarios (including
the exceptional ones). It decides which versions have produced erroneous results (which
means that these versions are considered to be faulty because they have software bugs).
A version is either in a normal or in an exception state after its execution has been
completed. After the adjudication we can categorise each of them as being either correct
or faulty.
Adjudication of exceptions requires a consensus on exceptional outcomes. We can have
a consensus when more than half of the versions have signalled the same exception. If
the majority delivers the same normal result, the adjudicator reports it; if the majority
signals the same exception, it reports it, and the controller signals it. If a version is in the
minority, its results are considered erroneous and its state faulty. If there is no majority,
we signal a pre-defined failure exception. In this case we should ignore this DD compo-
nent in the future unless a special repair procedure has been performed to correct the
states of all versions and put them into a consistent state. Note here that, generally
speaking, this repair is impossible to provide from the containing context because
diversity is hidden inside the DD object (except, in some cases, for re-initialisation).
The approach allows using the abort interface exception, which is viewed as one of the
interface exceptions: if the majority of versions guarantee the "nothing" semantics and
signal the abort exception, then it will be signalled to the containing context.
3.3. Diversely-designed Components
We propose to develop DD classes in the way shown in Figure 3. The functionality and
interfaces of all components are extended to accommodate exception handling (compare
with the traditional model shown in Figure 1).
version 1
version 3
version 2
adjudicator
method 
call NVP 
controller
Figure 3. The architecture of the diversely-designed object (the fine lines show the flows
of information related to exceptions)
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The DD component looks like a normal component from the outside (including the fact
that it has interface exceptions): diversity is hidden. Its implementation consists of the
controller, adjudicator and versions. The controller, having the interface of the DD com-
ponent, gets control each time a method of the DD object is called and calls versions and
the adjudicator when necessary. The controller has the usual functionalities [1] related to
version and adjudicator control (including the forking of N threads and joining them
after all versions are completed). Apart from these, it has special functionalities: collect-
ing exceptions signalled by versions, passing them to the adjudicator, signalling the ad-
judicated interface exception (if necessary), and is application-independent. The adjudi-
cator is called by the controller after all versions have completed their execution. The
DD object interface and version interfaces are the same, so that they can propagate only
the same external exceptions.
3.4. Internal Exceptions of Versions
Each version should be developed independently (we view it as a usual component), so
its execution follows one of the four patterns described in Section 2. The development
of versions does not differ from that of normal components (generally speaking, their
developers should know nothing about diversity).
In our approach each version Vi can have internal exceptions: ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,ki, and cor-
responding handlers ehi,1, ehi,2, ..., ehi,ki, declared inside Vi. These exceptions cannot
be propagated outside. The version programmer uses two operations: raise ei,j to raise
internal exception ei,j, and signal El to propagate external exception El from the version.
We follow the termination model here: handler ehi,j either succeeds in handling excep-
tion ei,j, in which case the version is completed and reports the normal outcome (by re-
turning the control and the output parameters, if any), or the version signals an interface
exception from handler ehi,j which propagates to the NVP controller (this completes
version execution as well).
Internal exceptions are specific for each version, they and their handlers are to be devel-
oped by independent version programmers. There is no need and no way to coordinate
the internal execution of versions because we do not impose any restrictions on version
design. Versions are ordinary components whose developers are not aware of the fact
that they are versions of a DD component. But these components are glued together in
the usual way.
After a method has been executed, a version can be either in a normal or in an excep-
tional state (after an exception has been signalled outside) corresponding to the
exception signalled.
3.5. External Exceptions of Versions
The interfaces of the DD object and of versions contain the same exceptions : E1, E2,
E3, ..., Em, Failure (exceptions list_empty, list_full, list_absent_element, list_failure of
the list class above). Any version can either produce a normal outcome or signal an
interface exception. The NVP controller waits for the completion of all versions. To
12
improve error detection, we recommend using time-outs: external exception Failure is
assumed to be propagated by a version when it breaks the corresponding time-out. This
is only one of the situations when version exception Failure is used in our approach. It is
meant to signal any serious problem found during version execution: e.g. the supporting
mechanism does not work properly, it is not possible to ensure any post-conditions or
consistency in the version state, etc. Exception Failure is treated by the controller and by
the adjudicator in a special way. If the version state is not repaired or recovered, it
cannot be used any more and its results cannot be trusted.
3.6. Exception Adjudication
External exceptions of versions cannot be directly propagated into the context of the
caller: they have to be adjudicated. After all versions have been completed the controller
passes their results to the adjudicator. This is an extended adjudicator which can deal
with exceptional outcomes signalled by versions; its purpose is the same as that of the
conventional one: to find the majority result. In addition, the adjudicator performs error
detection by finding the versions which produced that, as well as the versions which
produced minority results and are assumed to be faulty because they have had faults
triggered but not detected and tolerated inside (they propagated erroneous results). We
distinguish between exceptional and erroneous outcomes here. We treat version results
as erroneous if this version has been found to be in the minority. Exceptional outcomes
do not necessarily mean errors, and they are not in any way related to the errors which
NVP is intended to mask: the exceptional outcome found to be in the majority is simply
propagated to the containing context and dealt with at another level (one of the possible
scenarios is shown in Figure 4). Versions which reported them are not in erroneous
states, apart from the situation when the majority of versions have signalled the Failure
exceptions.
version 1
version 3
version 2
E
adjudicator
E
E
e
Time
2,1
1
1
1
Figure 4: Adjudication of exceptions
Pre-defined Failure exception is reported by the adjudicator when there is no consensus
on outcomes. Any version can signal Failure exception, in which case the adjudicator
operates in the usual way: if a majority of versions have signalled the Failure then the
adjudicated result is the Failure exception, otherwise the result of the failed version is
ignored (masked). Another situation when the adjudicator reports the Failure, exception
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to the controller is when it is not able to perform the adjudication properly (for example,
because of a design fault).
Any conventional adjudicator [18] can be used for dealing with normal version out-
comes but it has to be extended for our scheme by exception adjudication. Note that this
adjudication is simple because there is a finite number of interface exceptions in any DD
class and their comparison is straightforward when they have unique values associated
with them; this is why the exact majority voting [18] can be applied.
Let us consider several examples demonstrating how the extended adjudicator works for
the system with three versions:
• outcomes (E1, E1, Normal) -> result E1; (outcome Normal is produced by a faulty
version, exceptional outcome E1 is produced by the correct versions);
• (E1, E2, E1) ->E1;
• (E1, E2, E3) ->Failure;
• (E1, E2, Normal2) -> Failure;
• (Normal1, Normal2, E1) -> Failure;
• (Failure, Failure, Normal) -> Failure.
3.7. External Exceptions of the DD Class: Exception Propagation
The controller signals the adjudicated exception to the containing exception context (e.g.
to the caller component) which has to deal with this exception. To do this in our model,
the caller has to have handlers for all exceptions which can be signalled by the DD
component (actually, by all components it calls).
Note that, in our model, exception Failure of the DD component is conceptually iden-
tical to exceptions Failure of versions: it is signalled when it is not possible to provide
any trustworthy results and when the component is left in an inconsistent state (at the
level of the DD component this means that either there is no majority or a majority of
versions have signalled Failure exceptions).
We can summarise the scheme by showing transitions of version states (see Figure 5).
During version execution it can be in either "normal inside" or "handling" states. After
the execution is completed, the version can be in either "normal outside" or "excep-
tional" state. The subsequent adjudication tells whether this state is correct or faulty.
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Figure 5. State transitions of a version
4. An Ada Implementation Scheme
We use Ada [4] for demonstrating the approach proposed for a lot of reasons: thus, this
is the first standard OO language with the concurrency feature (which allows us to pro-
gram the NVP control explicitly and make it re-usable); this language is used in many
critical areas in which software diversity is employed. Rather than designing an exotic
system and language with constructs for NVP, we have chosen to demonstrate our ap-
proach through an existing language which is widely used in industry as well as in edu-
cation. We believe that, thanks to this choice, our scheme can be tried in practical
systems straight away.
This implementation is based on the Ada NVP scheme [1] which implements the tra-
ditional NVP without exceptions. The original scheme has been considerably modified
to allow each version to signal exceptions, to accommodate a new adjudicator and new
functionalities of the controller. In addition, we have changed the information flows
between the components of the NVP scheme (Figure 3), made the scheme more re-
usable by introducing new abstract classes and facilitated the FT programmers' job by
simplifying the patterns they have to follow in programming the NVP controller.
The abstract list class (Section 1) is used for deriving the DD class (instances of which
are declared and used by the caller):
package ft_list_class is
type ft_list_t is tagged limited private;
procedure Initialize (l : access ft_list_t);
procedure Insert (l : access ft_list_t; elem : in elem_t);
procedure Remove (l : access ft_list_t; elem : in elem_t);
procedure Get_Min (l : access ft_list_t; elem : out elem_t);
procedure Sort (l : access ft_list_t);
function Check (l : access ft_list_t; elem : in elem_t) return boolean;
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private
type ft_list_t is new list_t  with
record
  nvp_c: NVP_controller(version_max); -- controller
end record;
end ft_list_class ;
and for deriving version classes. The DD class implements the NVP controller, and has
N version objects and the adjudicator object declared inside. N tasks are forked by the
controller when a method of the DD object is called. Each task has a similar structure:
task body Get_Min_LV1 is
My_number: constant :=1; -- number of this version
elem_out: elem_t :=default;
-- ...
begin
begin
  Get_Min (List_V1'Access, elem_out); -- call of the version method
  -- pass the results to the adjudicator:
  l_adj.Get_Min_Keep_Outs(My_number,Ada.Exceptions.Null_Id, elem_out);
  exception
when the_occurence : others =>
  -- pass the exception identity to the adjudicator:
  l_adj.Get_Min_Keep_Outs(My_number,
Ada.Exceptions.Exception_Identity(the_occurence));
end;
-- version state recovery using an abstract state of the correct version
-- if the version found to be faulty
end Get_Min_LV1;
Exceptions have unique identities in Ada: the controller catches all exceptions signalled
by versions and passes their identities to the adjudicator. The identity of the majority
exception is returned to the controller to be signalled outside (using the conventional
Ada raise statement). Internal version exceptions are used independently by the designer
of each version following Ada rules with some additional restrictions made necessary by
the fact that the Ada exception model does not exactly fit to our model because its space
of exceptions is flat. This model, for example, allows transparent exception propagation
from the methods and does not require all internal exceptions to have internal handlers.
Our implementation is delivered as a set of re-usable components (classes, protected
objects, etc.) and templates to be followed by version and FT programmers.
5. Discussion
5.1. Specification and Use of External Exceptions
In our model each version programmer decides which internal exceptions to use and
how to handle them. The situation is quite different with respect to external exceptions
of a DD object because these are used by different version designers.
Let us consider an example. If we do not rigorously specify conditions when exceptions
for the list class above are signalled then two external exceptions list_empty and
list_absent_element, can be signalled by two correct implementations of the Remove
method in response to the same call if the list is empty. Clearly this should be avoided
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because in this and similar situations the adjudicator is not able to find a consensus
interface exception; obviously, we would like the NVP scheme proposed to be able to
deal with them.
This example demonstrates the importance of non-ambiguous specification of external
exceptions. The specification of each external exception should include a rigorous de-
scription of conditions (including inputs) in which it is to be signalled (the exceptional
conditions) and a description of the state the object is left in and of the outputs pro-
duced, if any (the post-conditions). In the example above the exceptional condition
should state that exception list_absent_element is signalled by method Remove when
two conditions are met together: there is no such element in the list and the list is not
empty.
Exceptional conditions for external exceptions should be orthogonal (non-overlapping)
and cover all situations of which we would like to inform the caller after the execution
of a DD object. Only this can guarantee that the same exception is always signalled by
all correct versions and that there is an exception for each abnormal situation of which
the DD object might wish to inform the caller. An exception can be signalled by a ver-
sion only after it is guaranteed that its internal state satisfies the corresponding post-
conditions. Note that a failure by some versions to identify correctly exceptional condi-
tions is treated as a design fault in our model and will be automatically adjudicated
within the scheme proposed.
We believe that these requirements are of general importance for any set of external
exceptions associated with the class. System design and analysis is essentially facilitated
when exceptional and post conditions are rigorously defined for each exception of the
set, when these conditions are orthogonal and together cover all possible exceptional
states. To deal with external exceptions properly, the caller definitely has to have a
complete (albeit abstract) description of the state the object has been left in.
Another important point is that the states of all correct versions should be the same if
they signal the same exception. This means that their states satisfy the same post-con-
ditions. For example, they may all use the "nothing" semantics for some exceptions, in
which case the post-conditions are equal to the pre-conditions before the method call.
This rule is important because the caller treats the DD object as a whole and it may
respond to an external exception by performing some operations on this object (for
example, to compensate for the exception or to recover the object), in which case all
versions should respond to these operations in the same way.
Exceptional conditions, post-conditions and conditions ensuring that the states of all
correct versions are identical should be expressed in general terms, using an abstract
view of the DD object without any references to implementation details. Version pro-
grammers have to ensure these conditions. At this stage we suggest using English for
describing conditions but in the future this will be done in a formal way, with automatic
checks of the required properties of specifications.
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5.2. Comparison
In this section we compare our proposal with the schemes discussed in [12]. The OO
language Arche [12] first introduced exception handling into NVP. We have used some
ideas from this scheme but found many problems which we have tried to overcome in
our scheme. First of all, this scheme heavily relies on a special run time support which
provides a concurrent method call feature. Secondly, it does not hide diversity inside the
DD class, which means that the caller has to declare all version objects and the voter,
and to deal with the outcomes of all versions.
Our analysis shows that this scheme contradicts the idea of NVP and some of the prin-
ciples of structured NVP discussed above. Firstly, in this scheme the execution of ver-
sions is interrupted should any of them signal an exception. We believe that the ap-
proach taken in Arche conceptually disagrees with the idea of majority voting and that it
complicates the use of diversity tremendously because one cannot guarantee any consis-
tency in the states of version objects whose execution has been interrupted: it is not at
all clear how programmers can deal with such versions in subsequent computation. One
more contradictory idea behind this scheme is that of resolving all exceptions signalled
by all versions: if we are to follow the intention of NVP we should vote here and ignore
the minority results (including exceptions) as produced by faulty versions. Another rea-
son why we believe that using exception resolution [19] is not adequate here is that
when all exceptions signalled by versions are resolved and a covering exception (a
"concerted" one in the terminology adopted in [12]) is calculated, the states of versions,
generally speaking, do not correspond to this exception and are inconsistent. This is be-
cause the state of a version corresponds to the exception it has signalled and not to any
other exception (e.g. to a "resolving" one).
Another of our concerns is that the Arche approach insists on recovering the internal
version state of some versions from the outside by the user of the DD object. This is to
be done by special exception handlers at the level of the caller: these handlers should
access the state of these versions via standard interfaces. We believe that one cannot do
this properly in this way because it must be assumed that the whole state of the faulty
version (the one found to be in the minority) is corrupted and that we cannot trust the
results it has produced (including, for that matter, the exception signalled which in [12]
is used to choose the recovery measure). The only correct way of recovering a version is
to use an abstract intermediate representation of the state of the correct version [20].
Our analysis shows that exception handling and faulty version recovery features are in-
tended for different purposes in NVP and that, generally speaking, they cannot replace
each other. If after the adjudication we find that a version is faulty we should assume
that its entire state is corrupted, in which case the only realistic recovery is by mapping
the state of a correct version onto the state of the faulty one. This recovery cannot be
done at the caller's level if we want to hide the diversity inside the DD class. We will not
be able to handle an external exception signalled by a majority of versions using faulty
version recovery features which are intended for recovering versions found to be in the
minority. This is because an external exception signalled by the DD object and the fact
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that some versions are in the minority (and, as a result, faulty), which are separate events
in our model, should be treated differently and at different levels.
6. Conclusions
This work has been built on the research done in Newcastle on developing a general ex-
ception model for complex concurrent systems structured using Coordinated Atomic
actions [21].
NVP is one of the most suitable techniques for implementing real time fault tolerance
[22]. The approach proposed will facilitate fault tolerance design of real time OO sys-
tems for the following reasons. First, using internal version exceptions not only im-
proves the ability to tolerate faults but makes recovery faster because it is application-
specific and is performed at the level of separate versions. Second, using interface ex-
ceptions in the DD class gives better diagnostics for any object which uses an object of
this class and by this makes their handling faster and simpler.
In our future research we plan to adopt one of the formal approaches (e.g., [2] [23]) al-
lowing formal reasoning about systems with exceptions, to specify exceptional and post-
conditions of versions signalling exceptions. This should make it possible to automati-
cally check the required properties of sets of exceptions and of corresponding condi-
tions, e.g., to analyse their completeness, correctness and disjointness (Section 5.1).
Another direction of the future research is implementing a distributed Ada scheme (note
that Ada is the first standard OO language which has features for distributed program-
ming [4]). We will start with establishing a new set of failure assumptions (which will
have to include some hardware faults, e.g. node crashes). Some of the problems which
we will have to tackle are: breaking diversity encapsulation, declaring version objects on
different nodes ("partitions" in the Ada terminology) and controlling them distributedly,
using time-outs to watchdog all distributed accesses, finding a way to pass exception
values between partitions (exception identities can be used only locally in Ada).
In this paper we have developed an extended NVP approach enriched by exception
handling. It is based on the principles of structured NVP, which we have formulated,
and provides two important features: diversely-designed classes can have external ex-
ceptions in their interfaces, versions can use exception handling internally (including
dealing with exceptions propagated from the objects they use). The approach is gener-
ally applicable and can be implemented in any OO language or system which has ex-
ception handling features. We have demonstrated this with an Ada implementation de-
veloped as a set of re-usable components and templates for the programmers to follow.
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